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POLLINATION STUDIES.

INTRODUCTION. - Cross-pollination is the act of trans-

f erring the pollen from the anther of one variety to the pie-

tile of another vari,ty.Probably no on. phase of horticulture

has received more attention than that of the pollination of

fruits.Vihile Knight was undoubtably the first man to carry on

experiments of this nature, the signifience of his work was

not fully aprreciated. until Wait., of the Unit.d States D.pt.

of Agriculture, published his bulletin on the Pollination of

the Pear. Waite's investigations have caused many other exper-

imenters to enter this fascin.ting field of exlorat1on,and

with one accord agree, while there are unquestionably other

factors which enter into the failure of blossoms to set fruit,

a study of the different phases of pollination must be thor-

ough].y understood ,if successful oroharding is to bø the result.

T'ls true that many of our leading var-

ieties of apples, pears, etc. are self-fertile ,but it has been

demonstrated, ar4 I will endeavor in th. following pages to

pr ove , that different varieties under cultivation can be

greatly improved by crossollination, Because of so much chaos

upon these important questions we were lead to make investig-

ations upon the following phases of pollination:-

let. Determine the sterility and fertility of a large aumber

of varieties of apples;

2nd. Determine the best pollenizers for the Spitzenburg;



3rd. Action of foreign pollen on the Newtown, a self-fertile

variety. The results obtained will no doubt be of un.atlmable

value to all orchardiete contemplating the sitting out of com-

mercial orchards. In the ianuscript ,the problems will be die-

cussed: in the order named.

SELF?FERTILE AND SELF-STERILE VARIETIES. ... . There is hardip an

observer but has noticed that some trees blossom profusely

every year but fail to set a crop of fruit. This has been obser-
ved under the moat favorabl, conditions. We ar. aware that fruit
blossoms cn be very easily injured by the action of hrd winds;

heavy cold rains; winter and spring frosts; etc, but when the

t ree fails to set fruit in the most favorable seasons, it is

evident that o ther elements enter in which causes this fail-

ure. Especially is this lack of setting fo fruit noticed when

trees are usually planted In solid blocks. In the Rogue River

Valley ,is located a Winter Wells orchard that has not fruited

for a number of years, the reason for this failure of the

setting of the blossoms was the lack of fereign pollen to fert-

ilize the pistils. We have a similar example in the Wiflametto

Valley. Near Salem, is located a large Bartlett pear orchard

t hat for years had failed to set fruit. After the investig-

ations made by Waite, othe: varieties were grafted into these

tries arid as a result there has been a large crop every since.

The question naturally arises, "That constitutes

a self-fertile and a self-eterlle variety! A self-sterile
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variety is one that will not fertilize its ovules with its

own pollen, while a self-fertile variety is one that will

perform this function.These concrete examples show the nec-

essity of becoming familiar with ateril* aria fertile varieties

before planting commercial orchards.

To solve this problem, experimenters from other

Experiment Stations have resorted to the following method.

Unopened blossoms were inclosed in Manila bags and were not

molested in any way until the blossoms opened. and the pollen

was pipened and scattered on the several 1:istila. If the bios-

corns set fruit it is a good indication that the variety is

able to perpetuate its species, but if on the other hand ,the

pistils shrivels and dries up it represents fairly well that

the variety requires pollen from another variety to fertilize

its ovules. Such a variety is self-terU.e.

Many investigators questions the effeciency of

fecurid.ating the ovules of the several varieties by the method

as outlined above, No doubt a study of the position of the

pistils in rogrds to the stamens must be made before this

problem is satisfactorily solved. To alleviate this difficulty

we undertook to solve this problem by actually transferring

the pollen to the several pistils of each variety by hand.

rhen the pollen became rire, and the pistils receptive, we

pollint ed ,by hand., fifty of these clusters inclosed.
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In thiø way we have a check on hand versus bag pollinat ion.

The following talbe demongtrate the valte of this check.

.....Table I....

Self-sterile and Self-fertile Varieties.

_L!
Hanwell S. 50 none none none aburid.
Jonathan 200 " " medium.
Ark. Black. 100 ft

AutumnS. 50 " "
Baldwin 200 5 9 14
Bailey's S. 100 17 6 23
Ben Davis 100 4 1 5 "
Bethelenjte 50 4 6 10 aburid.
Bietigheimer " none none none shy
Beliflower " " medium.
BottleG, ft " 0 " ft

Canada Sweet ft n

Canada Reinette0 0 0 " abimd.
Colvert 100 5 2 7 shy
Canada H. 50 I none I medium.
Deleware 100 none none
Domino 100 0 0 "

Dutch Mig. 50 " ft

Ewalt 100 " abuild.
E. Strawberry 50 " 0

Faliwino 100 9 14 23 S hy
Fa].lawater 100 none none none medium
Fall J. 100 2 I 3 shy
Great B. 100 none none none abund.
Grimes G. 100 1! 14 shy
Gravenstein 100 none none none
Golden sweet 100 " " medium
Gano 50 " abund.
Green Sweet 100 "
Hoover's H. 5O " medium.
Haas 100 " " abund.
HollandiR. 50 ft 0 0 0

Holland P. 100 0 0

Hyde's K. 100 " I,



Table I.

Self-sterile and Self-fertile Varieties. (Continued)

--------- riIt Po1Thi
1T9- _4I2L& ----------

Jewett'a R. 50 I 2 3 medium.
Ming t. C. 100 none none none abund.
Koswick C. 50 24 IC 40 shy.
Longfellow 100 13 14 27 ahund.
Limbertwig 100 none none none niediur.
May 100 abund
Melon 50 " medium.
Mc. ma hon W. 100 Shy
elon Sweet 50 " " medium.

Munson Sweet 50 " ft Shy
Maiden's B. 100 " " medium.

souri P. 50 "

M. B. Twig 100 " abund.
Mann 100 'I

Montreal C. 50 none " none medium
Newt own 41 6
Ortley " none none none
Oldenburg 3 2 5
Paradise 5. 100 none none none
Pwnkin H. 100 8 8 16
Pyror's H. 100 2 none 2 abund
Pewaukee IO none " none medium.H. G. Plppin 50 " ft

Rambo 100 shy
Rominate 100 none none none abund
Rome Beauty 100 " "

Bed C. Pipin 100 medium
Balls 100 "

Rhode I. G. 100 " "

SweetEough 50 "

St.. Lawrence 100
Stark 100 I I
Salome 100 None none
Scott's Winter 100 20 I? 39
Sunimer Queen 100 none none none abund
Shiawa.eee 100 II 12 23 shy
Sumner Permain 100 none none none "

Steel's Red 50 '

znedimri.
Spitzenburg 100 3 4 7 ft

Tolman Sweet 100 none none none abund.
Transcendent C. 100 ' ft

Trurnball Sweet 100 " "



Table I

Self-sterile and Self-fertile Vatieties. (Continued)VWTT1 1TTr"P1Tin
ha.bagol. 2et. bearers.

Twenty 0. 100 none none none abund

Wagoner 50 2 I 3 ft

Western B. 50 none none none shy
Washington 50 5 2 7 medium
White P. 100 II 15 26 ally

Willow Twig 50 I I medium
Wealthy 50 none none none
Whitney's c. 100 I 3 4 R

Winesap 100 none none none shy
York Imperial 100 " abund

Yellow Te 25 I shy.

By carefully studying the table it can be read-

ily perceived that certain varieties are nor: capable of sot-

ting when planted alone than others. In every case the apples

wore thinned to one fruit to the spur. This was done in order

to give the self-fertilized apyles an equal show with those

cross-fertilized. In somo cases ,only one or two fruits set

out of the one hundred blossoms inclosed. This indicates that

with these varieties their capability for self-pollination is

slight .However it may be that with the proper cre and atten-

tion the trees might be made to increase their powers of reprod-

ucing.

It is said by many horticulturists that climatic

conditions influence grertly ,the sterility and fertility of a
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v ariety. Thorfore ,it is necessary to carry on experiments

in every locality where there is a wide variance in temperature

if these problems are to he solved.

In Oregon theru are three distinct fruit sections

separated from one another by natural b"rriers; The Hood River

Valley; The Rogue River Valley; and the Willa rnmette Valley.

The question to be determined the next year or two is;is there

a wide enough variance in the climatic conditions of these

t hree dist±±cts to cause a difference in the sterility arid fer-

tility of our several fruits. Sterility problems have been

conducted in different sections of the United States ,and in

order to throw some light on such questions ,I am giving below

a liøt of these varieties suroeed to be solf-atoile and self-

fertile in these sections.

Oregon Station...

Self-Dterile----- Autumn Sweet, Arkansas Black, Bletigheimer,

Beliflower, Bottle Greening, Canada Reinette, Deleware, Domino,

Dutch Mignnorio, Ewalt, Early Strawberry, Pallawater, Great Bearer,

c-ravenstein, Golden Sweet, Gano, Green Sweet, Hoover's Red, Haas,

Holla nd Pippin, Rolls rid, Beauty, Hydes Keeper, Hanwel1s

Souring, Jonat han, King of Tornpkin's Co. Limbortwig, ay, Melon,

Mc. Mahon Thito, Manmouth Black Twig, Melon Sweet, Munson's

Sweet, Montreal Beauty, Maiden's Blush, Missouri Pippin, Ortley,
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Paradise Sweet, Pewaukee, Red Golclón Pippin, Bed Cheek Pippin,

Romanite, Rome Beauty, Rails, Ehode Island reeing, Sweet

Bough, St.Lawren-, Salome, Summer Queen, Summer Permain,

Steeis Rod, Tolinan Sweet, Transcendent Crab, Trwnball Sweet,

Twenty Ounce, Western Boauy, Wealthy, Winesap, York Imperial.

Self-fertile.
Baldwin, Bailey's Sweet, Bethelemite, Colvert,

Faliwine, Grimes Golden, Keewick Codlin, Longfellow, Oldenburg,

Pumpkin Russett, Scott's Winter, Shiawassee, Washington, White

Pippin, Yellow Nwtown.

Partially self-fertile...
Ben Davis, Canada Red, Fall Jenneting

Jewette pod, LIann, Pyrors led, Rainbo, St'rk, Spitzenburg,

Wagoner, Willow Twig, Whitney's Crb, Yellow Transparent.

.... . DelowareStation.....

Self-sterile. .....
Early Ripe, English Russet, Fanny, Gilpin,

Gravenstein, Grimes Golden, Lily of Kent, Missouri Pippin,

Nero, Paragan, Red Streak, Stark, Stamen, Strawberry, Williams
Favorite, Winesap.

Self-fertile .....
July, Early Harvest, Red £ strachan, Sweet

Bough, Yllow Transparent.

-: mont St at ion. . . . . . . . .

Self-sterile.....
Ben Davis, Hawley, King, Northern Spy,
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Porter, Red Actrachan, Red Kennedy, Poxburry Bussett, Rhode

Island Greening, Roseau, Tolman 'weet, wealthy, Westfield,

William's Favorite.

Self-fertile. .....
Baldwin, Esopus Spitzonburg, Famuese.

Kansas Station. .......

Self-sterile..
Grimes Golden, Arkansrs Black, Marnmouth B.

Twig, Hunteman.

Self-forth..... Ben Davis.

.New York Station, .......

Self-sterile....
Beflflower, Primate, Spitz, Willow Twig, Wine-

sap,

self_fortilesLongfi,ld
Stark, Tolman Sweet.

Iowa Station. . . . . .

Self-sterile .....
Tolman ,weet, Spitzeriburg, Northern Spy,

Beliflower,

Self-fertile.... Baldwin, Codlin.

Self-sterile..

MissouriStation. .........

Babbit, Gano, Gill's Beauty, Ben Davis,

Lowell, Hoirnan, Shackleford, Sharp.

Self-fertile.....
Pall Pip' in, Peter, Gideon's Best.

Canada Station.. . . .. .
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Self-sterile..
Blenheim, Ben Davis, Canada Rod, King,

Mann, Famueee, Northern Spy, Ribston.

Self-fertile. .....
Alexandra, Baldwin, Chenango, Early Harvest.

By making a creful study of the several lists

it can be readily seen t hat variations occur.The question of

paramo unt importance is what causes these differences? For

an example take the Ben Davis, a variety that is universally

known to be a self-fertile variety, Three of the Experiment

Stations, Missouri, Vermont, and Canada prounancea it to be

self-sterile, Kansas clase s it as self-fertile, while the

Oregon station places it in the patt lally self-fertile class.

T'is singular that the two 5tations, Missouri, and Canada,

would find this varietyto be self-fertile ,when there is such

a wide variance in the climate. From these experiments one

would naturally infer that probably other agents, besides the

clini tic conditions ,influonce the sterility and fertility of

a variety.Conditions such as the general care, age ,thriftness,

of the tree, must play an important part in the solving of this

great problem. It is generally conceded ,by some grower. that

the Spitzenburg has a tendency to become se].f-fertiloas it grows

older. This problem bears investigation.

Prof. Fletcher says, "Scarcely one fruit blossom in

ten sets fruit, even in the most favorable seadons and with

the most productive varieties. "Reading further form his article

he states, "Trees making a vigorous growth ay drop their bbs-
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wer e conductod it is very hard at this time to draw definite

conclusjos from the results obtained by the several stations

a to the real cause of these variations of the sterility and

fertility of the several varieties.

In our experiments in testing the sterility and

fertilit y of the different varieties we found several varieties

that developed fruit but produced no sound seeds. In these cases

the fruits were fertilized with their own pollen. Focke says,

" Pollen has two actions on the female organs, one on the seeds

and one in exciting the growth of the fruit," His theory has

been proven in several instances, and in some cases it has been

demonstrated that the stimulating action was alone exerted on

the fruit. The accompanying photograph (Plate I) represents

the Keewick Codlin, a self-fertile variety, that failed to

develop seeds when confined to its own pollen. When crossed with

foreign pollen the fruits contained many plump seeds. Instances

of this kind have been recorded quite often.

In Nature XXXV,12. (Nov. 4, 1886) Dr. Masters states

that certain varieties of pears habitually produce seedless

and corolesc fruit." 1.1ffaite of the Dept. of Agr. sites

several instanoes of obtaining seedless pears when limited to

t heir own pollen.

Thus It can readily be soon (Table I) that a large
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majority of our apples depend upon foreign pollen for the

fecunclation of their ovules, and while it has been demonstrated

conclusively that a few varieties are self-fertile, by crossing

with other vrieties larger more symetric.l apples are obtained.

Plate 2, fig. I, shows the self-fertile Spitzenburg as compared

z;ith the crossed.

POLLENIZERS FOR THE SPITZENBURG .......

In this State, the Spltzenburg when planted in large

blocks, with no other vatieties contiguous have given very un-

satisfactory rocults. For some little time this vrioty has

been known to be a sh? barer and for this reason oxperimonts

have been conducted to determine if possible the causes of

this dofect.In some States experimenters have found this variety

to be self-fertile, while others have found it to be self-

sterile. This St ntion ha found it to be partially self-

fertile, but the percentage setting fruit ,3 ,wa ep small

that for all practical purposes it should be cross-pollinated.

Since it has been thor oughly demonstrated by the exp-

ients cnrriod. on that cross-pollination is the rule and self-

pollination the exception ,it is necessary that we determine

the best pollonizers for one of the lending vnrieties of apples

In this State,-The Spitzonburg. Some horticulturists contend
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that all varieties will not cross together successfully. This

proves that there is a need of a study of the mutual affinites

existing between the different varieties before difinite con-

cllJsions can be drawn. Could a person expect to plant any

variety with the Spitzehburg and expect to get results? A

.uestion of such purportneeds much thought and consideration.

In selecting varieties a 'ollenizers for the Spitzenburg, the

blooming period of the different virieties needs investigating.

Without the variety comes into blossom at approximately the same

time, cross-pollination fails to take place. Also in selecting

a pollenizer its relative merits as a commercial commodity

should be well understood . To plant a variety as a pollenizer

for the apitzonburg. that was aioor keeper, a poor seller,

and a poor shippr, would arow ignorance or lack of thought

on the part of the grower,

Therefore with these problems in view, exp&iments
were conducted to solve them as-a- far as practicable.

For the past two years pollination experiments have been carried

on in the Hood River Valley, and after careful study the fol-

lowing varieties have been found to cross successfully with
the Spitzenburg.

Table 2..... M. Drageeth's Orchard.

Cross- pollination Experiments.

emas. pol. set.

Spitz. A. Nowtown 100 4-30 5-2 40

Spitz. B. Ark, Black 100 4-28 5-I 52
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Table 3..... .. A.I.Mason's Orchard.

Cross-pollint ion Experiments.

pollen. ernas. pol.

Spitz. A. Baldwin. 100 4-27 4-30 56Spitz. B. Ortley 100 4-27 4-30 67Sitz. C. Ark. Black. 100 4-27 4-30 70Spitz. P. Rod cC.P. 100 4-28 5-I 117Spitz. E. Newtown 100 4-29 5-I 37Spitz. F. Jonathan 100 4-29 5-I 62

In the table it san be readily seen that fewer
fruits set when Newtown pollen was used thanw.th the other
varieties.Not only will such vrioties as is indicated in the
table cross successfully with the Spitzenburg,but the follow-

ing varieties; Gravenstein, Stark, Maouth Black Twig Hanwell
Souring, Washington, Bottle Greening, Hydes Keeper, agener,
King of Tompkin's Co. York Inrerial, and Delicious, have also
given fairly good results when used as pollenizors for this
variety. In this list we have several varieties that will cross
cuccefully with the Spitz. but are not commercially known,
therefore it would not b advisable to aelloct them a
pollenizers.

The question that is usually asked by the coznmer-
cial growers is:- "Does the pollenizor influence the quality
or the color of the fruit in any way?" As far as changing the
quality of the fruit is concerned , no porceptable differenco
could be noticed between the sell-fertile and cross-pollinated
apples. In some instances the change in color w s quite pro-
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Croscos made with the Jonathan pollen on the Spitzonburg, res-

embled the Jonathan in color, and the Spitz in shape. The same

was true with the Arkans's Black, the crossed pples took on

a darker color, resembling the Arkansas Black, while in shape
they adhered more to the Spitz. p typo.
If these varieties influence in any way the coloring of the Spi-
tzenburg it will mean a grect deal to the growers of Oregon,

as in many locatities throughout the State , the Spitzenburg

does not color up ProPerly. These experiments will have to

extend over a series of years before definite results are asured.

For a further sud.y of differences in size, shape, of the sev-

oral crosses see Plates

The following ftgu±e shows graphically the dif-

ferences in the weights of the seeds as compared with the fruits.

between the several crosses. The black lines in the diagram

represent the average weight in grams of five different crosses

on a scale of one-sixieth of an inch per gra.rjnder each of
the blacklines the average weight of the plump seeds of each

cross is given and is repi'esented onascal3 fo one-twentieth
of an inch per one one -hundredtg gram.

Table 4...
Graphic Table.
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SPITZENPURG

grams. X Self.
Fruits 100
Seeds .13

X TOWtoWfl
Fruits 126
So ode .65 i-

X 1cansas Black
Fruits 128
Seeds________ .68 F-

onatflan
Fruits 144
Deeds .70 .-

X Balw1n.
Fruits 157 ___________________________

eds .71 - -

By carefully studying the table, it shows that

where there is an increase in the weight of the fruit there

was also an rroportional increase In the weight og the seeds.

As 'the table indicates ,the golffertile Spltzenburgs were

practically devoid of plump seeds.
In suinmerizing we feel safe in recommending the

following varieties as pollenizers for the Spitzenburg.;

Jonathan, Arkansas Bla-k, Ortley, Baldwin, Delicious, Newtown,

and Red Cheek Pippin.
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ACTION OF FOREIGN POLLEN ON THE LLOW NEVTTOWN ,

A SELT-FERTILE VARIETY.

While the Sitzenburg is recognized as the leading

cornmcia1 apr15, in the Hood River Valley, the Yellow Newtown

is known to grow to perfection in the Rogue River Valley.

From this valley the Newtown has been shipped to almost every

market in the world, and by its sxcellant quality, can well

maintain the reputation it has established. This variety has

won world renown fme.T'is one of the greatest producers .that

Id grown in the v.ley.

Notwithstanding the fact that this variety has become
so well known it Is evident tht other elements enter which

cripple materially the selling qualities of this wonderful

variety. Some of the growers have been unable to get the do-

cired size,This defect being due nore to lack of frtilization

than ot thinning, Itc.Slnce it has been fully demonstrated

that this variety is self-fertileexperiments were conducted to

dotrmIne if possible, th. action of cross-rollinationon the

size and color of the fruit.

Knigh± said, "Nature abhors self-fertilization",

and. in our experiments this principle was thoriughly proven.

Out of the fifty or sixty self-fertile Newtowns only three or

fpur reached any size comniercially.Tho greater number being

about thesize of crab apples, as shown in Plate Fig. I
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Crosses were made with a groatmany varieties and in

every case much larger more cymotrical apples were obtained.

VThlle a large majority of the self-fertile Newtowns were devoid

of r;luinp seeds, when a cross was made large plrnp seeds were

noticable. Ey consulting plate VIII, Fig. I and 2 the differ-

ence in the size and shape of the self-fertile and cross-

pollinated aples can be seen.

This past year in many ourcommorcial orchards through

out the State, a lage wnber of malformed apples were found.

Examining these apples it was found that they were soedleas

in many aasos. This signifies lack of cross- fertilization.

To remedy this defect it would be advisable to establish aparios

in such places, as the busy little bees will aid material.y in

cross-fertilizing the blossoms.

VTith all the ccsses made, no difference was detected

in the quality and texture of the fruit. regards the color

of these crosses , the different kinds of pollen had no effect.

The following table shows some varieties that have

boon found to cross successfully with the 1ewtown.
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Table 5.. Cr009-Pollination Experiments with the

Yellow Tewt own.

pollen. oma3. poll, set. set. emas.

Nevtown A. 7hite Pippin 4-25 4-25 15 75 20

13. Grimes G. 4-25 4-25 32 56 57

C, Jonathan 4-30 4-30 II 78 14

D. Ben Davis 4-30 4-30 19 86 22

E. Spitzenburg 4-30 4-30 15 46 32

F. Vhite P. 430 4-30 13 93 14

By studying the table it can be seen that good

results are obtained by aprlying the pollen to the pistils

at the time of emasculation, This facillitates matters very

much allowing for greater rapidity in performing the work.

Any of the proceeding varieties will pollenize successfully

the Newtown, and I would partioularily recommend the follow-

ing:- Grimes Golden, Jonathan, Spitzonburg, and Ben Davis.

If lrewtown orchards ar to h rlanted , I would recommend

ilanting pollenizers ,for when this is done croa3-fertil-

ization is assured.

For a detailed study of the individual crosses

see Plates VIII,IX , X , XI.
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. . . . . . . s'tr:tir. . . . .

In determining the sterility and fertility of the

different varieties of apples, two experiments were tried,

1st. siple bagging experiments with paper bags in wkich

unopened blossoms wore inclosed in bags thus excluding foreign

pollen;2nd, actually transferring the pollen to the pistils

after the blossoms have opened. These experiments were con-

ducted in the Hood River and ?illamette Vallbs, and in most

cases ,in these two different localities, with some varieties

the results have been remarkably uniform.

From these experiments , as outlined above the

following conclusions can be drawn:

I.. Apples naturally tend to e self-leterile when limited

to their own pollen.

2.. Cross-pollination aproared to be the rule and se!f-poll-

mat ion the exception.

3.. Only a fovr varieties are self-fertile, and an improvement

can be nude by crossing.

4.. The self-fertile apples in many cases were devoid of plump

seeds.

5.Pollenizors for the Spitzenburg have been determined. Some of

the best pollenizers are Jonathan, Arkansas Black, Red Cheek

Pippin, and Novitown.

6.. The immediate effects of the pollen on the color of the fruit

was noticalbe.
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SUMiRY... (Continued)

7. Some very good pollenizers for the Newtown are known.

8 .Planting of mixed orchards that i of two or three of the

commercial varieties is advised.




